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Verifying EW System Performance in the Lab Via  

RF Environment Emulation

The Challenge: Testing Systems in Realistic Operating Environments 
How many times have you seen a system fail to perform to expectations in the field, only to hear someone 

say, “Well it worked in the lab”? This common issue is often the result of synthetic lab RF environments 

failing to meet the fidelity, complexity, and realism of the electromagnetic operational environment 

(EMOE). Specifically, prior to field tests or deployments, most system developers and testers lack the tools 

to fully test, evaluate, and verify system performance in truly a representative RF environment full of 

radar and communications background emitters that could potentially confuse or blind their systems 

under test. Unless you plan to deploy your RF system in an anechoic chamber, you must test it in 

operationally relevant environments, and the earlier you do this, the more time, money, and headache 

you will save in the troubleshooting and resolution process. 

If your RF test environment does not look like this, how do you know that your system will work in the real EMOE? Let D-TA help! 

Commonly used RF test equipment, such as vector signal generators (VSGs) or radar simulators, are unable 

to generate a truly representative, dense, congested EMOE because their pulse descriptor word (PDW) 

based emissions cannot recreate complex communications signals and networks that permeate the 

EMOE; further these PDW-based systems are unable to generate simultaneous signals and must drop any 

pulse that conflicts with the priority pulse, resulting in severely limited EMOE congestion. Systems built 

around I/Q streaming, such as arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs) or software defined radios (SDRs), 

are typically so limited in storage density and read speeds that they can only generate RF environments 

with limited instantaneous bandwidth (IBW), or they can only generate a few seconds of wideband RF 

environments which require repetitive looping to generate a sustained synthetic test environment.  

Further, synthesizing a robust and accurate EMOE from scratch would require hundreds or thousands of 

hours of work to even come close to creating the density and complexity of the EMOE. And generating 
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this environment would steal precious time away from the more important job of developing, testing, and 

deploying the actual systems and capabilities to support our warfighters.  

The bottom line is that our system developers and testers typically use contrived and simplistic lab test 

environments, which results in recurring field performance issues once the real EMOE cranks up the 

complexity. And we all know that problems are more expensive to fix the later you find them. We need 

to test our systems in a truly representative EMOE starting early in the development stage, and certainly 

long before official field tests and verification and validation activities begin. 

RF Environment Fidelity: Simulation vs. Emulation 
What is the best way to produce a realistic EMOE test environment? To record the actual environment 

and play it back. This is known as an emulation because it faithfully replicates all aspects of the target 

environment. Simulators, on the other hand, such as VSGs, AWGs, and radar simulators, synthetically 

generate representations that only mimic certain attributes of the target environment.  

The proper way to test an RF system is to test it in an emulated EMOE, which is substantially more 

accurate, robust, and realistic than the synthetically generated simulations that most developers and 

testers use. 

The Solution: D-TA Specializes in Low-Cost EMOE Emulation 
D-TA specializes in EMOE emulation, powered by 

our line of ultrawideband spectrum record and 

playback systems. Our portable and larger systems 

enable users to capture EMOE at any site in the 

world and bring that EMOE directly into their lab 

environment, where users can view, analyze, 

modify, and replay ultrawideband spectrum on 

demand.  

D-TA’s EMOE emulating record and playback 

systems are configurable to tune between 1 

MHz – 40 GHz, with up-to 1 GHz IBW, and hours 

of uninterrupted storage and playback without 

looping data. And even better, our systems start 

at well under $100k. 

Those who are familiar with streaming I/Q systems understand the technical complexities of streaming 1 

GHz IBW data continuously from memory without interruption or read errors. Is it possible? Absolutely! 

How? In short, we are leveraging several years and millions of dollars of internal investments in custom-

purpose multi-terabyte RAID-0 SSD arrays, high-throughput (many tens of Gbit) networks for data 

transfer, and high-performance real-time firmware and software to eliminate the bottlenecks that 

prevent other systems from accomplishing similar feats of throughput greatness. 
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Because our record and playback systems capture live EMOE and faithfully replay that same EMOE on 

demand, you can create repeatable, operationally representative environments through which to test, 

troubleshoot, and optimize your system and algorithm performance. 

D-TA’s EMOE emulators faithfully reproduce the captured EMOE every time. By replaying a robust, 

accurate, and repeatable EMOE, system testers can limit the environmental test variables typically 

introduced by testing in a live, real-time environment. Test discrepancies in an EMOE emulation are 

repeatable and systematically investigable without concern of unrepeatable EMOE anomalies, so you can 

focus on fixing the issue rather than finding the cause.  

Synthesizing Threats in an Emulated EMOE 
So how do you add your signals of interest (SOIs) to an emulated EMOE? D-TA provides software tools to 

create your own SOIs / radar threats, and then plant those threats into the recorded EMOE so you can 

test your system’s ability to detect, identify, and characterize those SOIs in a variety of real, repeatable, 

and reliable emulated EMOE environments.  

We also offer a robust UNCLASSIFIED emitter library of more than 14,000 communications and radar 

signals that you can add to your EMOE environment. This library is designed to enable you to quickly add 

new test signals to your EMOE so you can start testing sooner rather than toiling away in MATLAB trying 

to recreate your SOI from scratch. Need to modify a signal? No problem – we support that too! 

Over the Air Emulation 
D-TA’s EMOE emulation is also offered with Power Amplifiers and Antennas for application in open test 

ranges for radiation mode testing.  

Ready to Get the Most Bang for the Buck!  
Contact us today! We would love to hear from you. You can also learn more about our products by visiting 

our website and clicking the EW Emulation Tab, or you can contact us directly at the email or phone 

numbers provided below to speak to one of our sales or technical staff.
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